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Exhibitions are not enough: Publicly-funded galleries and artists’ 
professional development 
 
Reyahn King explores the role of galleries within professional development for 
visual artists. In the current climate, how can professional development for 
visual artists be continued and improved? This paper suggests that one 
answer lies in the relationship between publicly-funded regional galleries and 
visual artists becoming wider, deeper, and more strongly valued. 
 
Introduction 
Regional galleries working more with visual artists will provide funders, local 
authorities, galleries and artists with ways to build a sense of place, open 
doors to technological and innovative ideas, and ensure art reaches wider 
audiences. Arts Council England should recognise the opportunity created by 
their own expanded role to rethink the administrative and policy distinctions 
between galleries with and without collections; and enable and encourage all 
galleries to engage with contemporary visual artists. To achieve stronger 
relationships will ultimately mean more investment in artists by publicly-funded 
institutions. At a time of constraint this expenditure of time and money 
requires leadership from gallery directors to make the relevance of artists to 
their organisational purposes clearer and to make their organisations more 
visibly part of a cultural and creative ecosystem.  
 
What about artists’ professional development? 
Support for artists can take many forms including subsidising studio space, 
enabling networks and introductions, facilitating critical debate, and providing 
or signposting specialist advice in business or fundraising. a-n The Artists 
Information Company carried out surveys with artists through 2010 and 2011 
and found that artists want personalised development planning and business 
support, professional networking events, and critique of their work. The 
curators of larger institutions are still seen as gatekeepers and the 
opportunities to exhibit, sell, or be commissioned remain the most sought after 
professional development activities that institutions can offer. Institutions can 
and do provide this kind of platform for a small number of artists. However, 
exhibition and commission opportunities will only ever enable a few selected 
artists. Moreover, some artists criticise curators for having become managers 
rather than creative collaborators and feel that dialogue and artistic critique of 
their work is lacking in their relationships with institutions. 
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In summer 2011 I conducted a survey of gallery directors' attitudes to the 
provision of professional development for artists.1 47% were funded by local 
authorities and 61% were both museum and art gallery.  92% believed that 
publicly-funded galleries should provide support for artists. For most 
museums and galleries with collections, it was stated that the provision of 
artists' professional development must be tied to outcomes that supported 
their other goals such as exhibition and audience development. Almost all 
provided a platform for artists to develop their reputation through exhibitions, 
and 78% offered commissions of varying scale and frequency. 66% offered 
artists one-off employment opportunities such as the delivery of workshops. 
Around 50% offered residencies. Interestingly, 50% did offer support with 
funding applications and other practical advice but usually as an informal 
activity rather than as part of a business plan. Around 25% offered tailored 
artistic advice, mentoring and portfolio reviews. 
 
a-n commissioned Louise Dany to research and write Ladders for 
Development: Impact of Arts Council England funding cuts on practice-led 
organisations. This report suggests that the artist-led organisations that 
currently offer professional development services, and small-scale 
commissions and exhibitions, have been disproportionately impacted by 
reduction in Arts Council England funds. It suggests that the provision 
provided by organisations like Castlefield Gallery in Manchester are bespoke, 
informal, artist to artist, and not the kind of work currently well carried out by 
large institutions. "Each [practice-based organisation] has developed bespoke 
professional practice activity and expertise over a number of years across a 
range of visual arts practices, and provide significant and quantifiable 
opportunities for artists at early and mid-career level. Consequently, they feed 
into the work of bigger organisations that have neither capacity nor remit to 
undertake this depth of specific artist-centred development work."2 The report 
recommends recognising the value of professional development activity and 
suggests that Arts Council England oblige larger organisations in receipt of 
National Portfolio Organisation funding to take responsibility for this activity. It 
also recommends that larger organisations in receipt of NPO funding 
recognise the expertise and existing networks of smaller artists' organisations, 
like Castlefield Gallery, and consider outsourcing or partnering to fulfil the 
requirement to provide artists' professional development activity. In June 2011 
DCMS noted a similar recommendation from The Select Committee on Arts 
and Heritage that large organisations applying for NPO funding should be 
required to instigate programmes that share their knowledge and skills with 
smaller arts bodies. 
 
Many galleries do prioritise working with artists to enable professional 
development. At Baltic a 20-strong team of artists are offered a range of 
opportunities and receive training. Museums with collections also find ways to 
support artists beyond exhibitions in ways that are beneficial to artists and 
institutions. In the West Midlands, four museums with collections supported by 
ACE/MLA ran the New Ways of Curating project with artists to investigate the 
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questions: 'Can curatorship be developed as a collaborative art practice?' and 
'How can creative curatorship bring collections to life and broaden, deepen 
and diversify audiences?' At the Walker Art Gallery, the John Moores Painting 
Prize exhibition includes sale opportunities and collectors' events: an 
exhibition alone would not be enough to create the kind of benefit a significant 
sale can have on an artist's career.  Nevertheless, there seems to be an 
assumption amongst some arts professionals and artists that there is no 
potential for galleries with collections to support and engage with artists when 
compared to the newer exhibition halls such as Baltic. As one artist 
interviewee responded to the question of how historic galleries might engage 
in the support of contemporary artists "[I've] not thought of it from the 
museums' perspective before." This is a problem for galleries that wish to 
attract an audience of potential art enthusiasts and advocates, to be well 
connected to their local artistic environment, and to play a meaningful role in 
their local sense of place. Without staying connected with the contemporary, 
museums and galleries run the risk of losing touch and appearing irrelevant. 
The networks of artists' organisations can be wide and bring people into 
museums quite different to those brought in by Friends organisations. Artists 
are part of galleries' local constituencies and can reflect local identity and 
networks as well as an artistic community.3 It is also a problem for the visual 
artists, funders and policymakers who are failing to recognise or work with 
historic organisations whose assets include wide audience bases, experience 
of working collaboratively with a range of partners, and close relations with 
local authority and other stakeholders regionally. Now there is an apparent 
vacuum in professional development provision of the kind provided by smaller 
artist-led organisations, should larger institutions step in or work in partnership 
to claim more of this role? 
 
Cultural ecology and creative economy 
In my survey, most of the directors of galleries with collections run by local 
authorities mentioned that in a time of spending cuts, artists' professional 
development was unlikely to be a priority. They specifically mentioned the 
difficulty of travelling to see artists' work or to meet artists; and reduced staff 
capacity impacting on ability to spend time with artists. Inevitably and 
correctly, galleries must prioritise for their funders and stakeholders. But now 
that cities increasingly recognise the value of creative and cultural industries 
for their economies, should these galleries be more encouraged to contribute 
through supporting local contemporary artists? 
 
David Cotterrell said of artists in 20094: "It is a community, which continually 
invests almost all of its income back into research and infrastructure. However 
despite its scale, it remains a little intangible. While we can identify the 
symptoms of cultural vitality through the locations and structures of institutions 
like this one [Tate Modern] it is much more challenging to map the location 
and health of the tens of thousands of active practitioners within the country, 
which foster the creative potential that justifies these castles of culture."As 
Cotterrell says, protecting the structures will not by itself sustain the creative 
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communities. He goes on "a concerted effort should be made to consolidate 
and strengthen the perception of institutions, not only as presenters of the 
achievement, but also as the facilitators for experimentation, dialogue, 
research and critical debate." He argues that galleries need to be havens for 
cultural potential as well as protectors of cultural wealth. 
 
Moreover as cultural players in their cities, historic galleries need to make a 
stronger case for their role keeping talent in the region, supporting creative 
industries, contributing to local economic development, and social capital. 
Minister for Culture, Communications and Creative Industries, Ed Vaizey said 
in January 2011 "[I] also want our cultural organisations to be seen as part of 
our creative industries.... I want to talk about museums and the performing 
arts. Arts organisations are a fundamental part of the creative industries, and 
of our future growth. Driving technological change, educating and training new 
creative talent or developing the content that we're known for around the 
world."5 Local Enterprise Partnerships might recast cultural infrastructure as 
generators of creative economic activity as well as tourism assets but to be 
effective this would also require the cultural organisations' funders to shift 
priorities. Tom Fleming and Andrew Erskine conclude that "arts organisations 
struggle to develop new business models and new markets because they lack 
the capital to unlock the potential currently stifled by the sunk costs of their old 
ways of working. This means they also struggle to play a meaningful role in 
place making - whether this be supporting a social function, nurturing talent or 
enabling different parts of the institutional and cultural landscape to 
congregate and co-create (from universities to corporations, artists to 
scientists)... Thus, ultimately, the potential for arts organisations to operate as 
enablers of rich creative experience and brokers of collaboration which in turn 
accelerate innovation and generate value to the creative economy, is utterly 
underfulfilled." 
 
Unfortunately, ACE's new framework for museums and libraries Culture, 
knowledge and understanding: great museums and libraries for 
everyone does not specifically mention the potential that regional museums 
have to sponsor creative talent, perhaps working in partnership with artist-led 
spaces, and to develop activities that support creative businesses. The larger 
publicly-funded galleries' potential to contribute to the delivery of creative as 
well as cultural economy strategies is a regional asset. Leaders need to make 
the case not only for their collections' relevance to improving lives and 
attracting tourism, but also for the contribution that engagement with 
contemporary artists and creators makes to the creative economy. Museum 
venues are obvious sources of inspiration, but potentially they are also 
providers of progression routes into the creative economy, so essential to 
thriving cities. 
 
Partnerships and provision of professional development may force galleries to 
change their organisational practice but it is also an opportunity for some 
galleries to rethink their traditional positions as presenters and venues and 
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also become producers. For example, New Art Exchange in Nottingham has 
developed a Creative Exchange Programme with the explicit intention of 
developing expertise and reputation to enable it to develop into an agency for 
culturally diverse arts. 
 
Exhibitions are not enough 
Exhibitions remain a vital part of what galleries offer artists, but we should be 
asking ourselves how much more widely we should be thinking, what else 
might we offer and how best we might engage in deeper dialogue and support 
for artists. It is not enough to hope that the opportunities to show work via 
exhibitions and the occasional residency will enable the artistic success story 
in this country to continue. 
 
If publicly-funded galleries satisfy themselves with working with the minority of 
artists who have 'made it' by showing their work in exhibitions, we run the risk 
of a monocultural art world in the UK where the same artists are seen at every 
regional gallery, and where our galleries' unique sense of place and identity is 
traduced by the authority, effectively, of London's art world.6 It is undesirable 
for public galleries to cede all responsibility for local visual artists' 
development to a market that happens to be dominated by a white cube 
aesthetic. Artist Joshua Sofaer comments: "I think that galleries are 
phenomenally uncreative considering what they are there for. They are almost 
always quiet white cubes. I find it extremely odd that this convention has been 
for the most part adhered to by the entire 'creative' industry. What a joke." 
More locally distinctive practice, and working outside the market, allows 
greater experimentation for artists and curators. After all, the nature of many 
artists' practice has changed so that some work is best suited to public 
engagement rather than private ownership - and the value of these artists' 
work tends to be well understood by organisations more grounded in their 
own communities. 
 
Facing ongoing economic pressures should encourage publicly-funded 
galleries and visual artists to look for more, not less, dialogue and 
collaboration. But they cannot do this without stakeholders and funders 
recognising that investment in artists' development is needed and 
understanding that artistic heritage should not be isolated and divorced from 
the present. Museums and galleries understand that the past and present are 
related through their work with communities and audiences. Galleries also 
understand how their exhibitions are related to creative production in the 
present but many appear to feel held back from actually supporting creative 
production. 
 
There are undoubtedly time and resource challenges for many regional 
gallery institutions wishing to support artists' professional development. But 
museum and gallery leaders might be less nervous about how supporting 
artists' professional development furthers their stated aims when they 
consider the findings of Future forecast 47, an enquiry into the attitudes of 
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people working in cultural, social, research, and political domains towards the 
impact of artists on their work and life. The findings are similar to the 
experiential and learning outcomes that most museums aim to provide for 
their visitors. Respondents cited the following impacts: Strengthening notions 
of shared humanity, through civic and communal experiences; providing 
challenges that question our assumptions; and contributing ways of getting to 
grips with an increasingly complex world. 
 
A small move towards greater support for artists may bring benefits that 
increase networks and enable galleries to demonstrate their contemporary 
relevance. Bigger decisions that enable staff to spend significant time 
mentoring artists creatively and confidently will need input of resources. This 
is where funders and the Arts Council might choose to step in, by lending, 
enabling or sponsoring the development of contemporary art expertise with 
the associated travel and time needed for individual staff members. 
Arts Council England's roles towards the 'arts' and 'museums and libraries' 
are destined to be brought together over the long term. The artificial 
distinction between galleries with collections (often largely funded by local 
authorities), and exhibition halls and galleries funded by National Portfolio 
Organisation agreements should be removed so that priorities for funding can 
be made without a bias towards new infrastructure. Galleries with historic 
collections should be able to choose how to engage more with contemporary 
artists without detriment to their other collections. Museums and galleries with 
wide-ranging collections offer greater access to a wide range of people and 
this strength should be embraced by ACE as a way to connect artists, and 
their creative output, to more people. 
 
Leadership is needed to argue the relevance of visual arts within the creative 
economy, the wisdom of investing in career progression for artists in a 
structured way across the whole country and the benefits that partnership and 
provision by regional galleries with collections could bring. At this time of 
pressure, it is essential that funders, and artists themselves, recognise the 
advantages of scale, audience, educational knowhow and local commitment 
that publicly-funded regional galleries might bring to artists' professional 
development. 
 
Reyahn King is Head of Heritage Lottery Fund West Midlands, and was 
formerly Director of Art Galleries, National Museums Liverpool. These are 
personal opinions and not the view of The Heritage Lottery Fund. 
  
Article first published: a-n.co.uk April 2012; Written: September 2011 when 
King was a 2010/11 MLA Clore Fellow. 
 
1 Survey carried out with 36 organisations, 2011. I am grateful to all the 
Directors and curators who filled out the survey and added their invaluable 
comments as well as to the following individuals who agreed to be interviewed 
around these subjects: John Angus, Stephen Deuchar, David Fleming, Paul 
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Glinkowski, Susan Jones, Kwong Lee, Samenua Sesher, Joshua Sofaer, and 
Godfrey Worsdale. 
2 Dany Louise for a-n, Ladders for development: Impact of Arts Council 
England funding cuts on practice-led organisations, 2011, p 2 www.a-
n.co.uk/ladders_for_development 
3  Conversation with David Fleming, Director National Museums Liverpool, 
October 2011 
4 David Cotterrell speaking at the VAGA Symposium Making the Case Tate 
Modern 16 September 2009 
5 Cited Ch 2 Supporting Growth in the Arts Economy by Tom Fleming and 
Andrew Erskine of Tom Fleming Creative Consultancy. 
6 For a detailed argument of the dangers of a two-tier London-led art sector 
and the loss of local artistic identity see Supporting Growth in the Arts 
Economy by Tom Fleming and Andrew Erskine of Tom Fleming Creative 
Consultancy 
7 Future forecast: Outer space published by a-n, 2005. 
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